Products

Train Control and
Management System (tcms)
The Trainnet® TCMS improves train performance and
safety while decreasing maintenance and operating costs.
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The core of the Trainnet® TCMS
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Train Communication Network.

efficient integration

Advantages
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Versatility
Cover all your needs
with a single system.

Modularity
Only pay for the
features you need.

Open software
Keep control over your
project at all times.

Long term support
Get support during the
lifetime of your project.

Products
Available technologies include a

your own applications as well as

in order to ensure you a safe,
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to integrate third party Hardware
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while maximizing train availability,
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for more than 30 years in order
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ance to support your own devel-
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quality and reliability
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you the intellectual property rights

The outstanding quality and
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the unique design of Trainnet®

try standards, including the IEC
61375 series, IEC 61131 and EN
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TRAINNET® TCMS, FOR THE MONITORING, CONTROL AND AUTOMATION OF:
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HVAC
Bearing temperature (SIL-2)
Speed measurement (SIL-2)
Lateral vibration (SIL-2)
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Brakes
Traction
PIS/PA
Diagnostics
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Lights
Water tanks
CCTV
Batteries
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Doors
Emergency communications
Data protection (event recorder)
Train-to-wayside communications
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